Mathematical modelling of neuronal dendritic branching patterns in two dimensions: application to retinal ganglion cells in the cat and rat.
Sholl's analysis has been used for about 50 years to study neuron branching characteristics based on a linear, semi-log or log-log method. Using the linear two- dimensional Sholl's method, we call attention to a relationship between the number of intersections of neuronal dendrites with a circle and the numbers of branching points and terminal tips encompassed by the circle, with respect to the circle radius. For that purpose, we present a mathematical model, which incorporates a supposition that the number of dendritic intersections with a circle can be resolved into two components: the number of branching points and the number of terminal tips within the annulus of two adjoining circles. The numbers of intersections and last two sets of data are also presented as cumulative frequency plots and analysed using a logistic model (Boltzmann's function). Such approaches give rise to several new morphometric parameters, such as, the critical, maximal and mean values of the numbers of intersections, branching points and terminal tips, as well as the abscissas of the inflection points of the corresponding sigmoid plots, with respect to the radius. We discuss these parameters as an additional tool for further morphological classification schemes of vertebrate retinal ganglion cells. To test the models, we apply them first to three groups of morphologically different cat's retinal ganglion cells (the alpha, gamma and epsilon cells). After that, in order to quantitatively support the classification of the rat's alpha cells into the inner and outer cells, we apply our models to two subgroups of these cells grouped according to their stratification levels in the inner plexiform layer. We show that differences between most of our parameters calculated for these subgroups are statistically significant. We believe that these models have the potential to aid in the classification of biological images.